ECONOMIC REVIEW & INVESTMENT STRATEGY: 2020/II
COVID-19 dominates our days in an all-consuming manner, more so than the 2008 financial crisis and perhaps exceeded
only by war. The recent market highs feel like ancient history as the arrival of this state of affairs was swift and the turn
from peak to bear was the fastest ever recorded. That lightning quick move lower is one example of a string of biggest and
worst statistics from the first quarter. The title of a recent book by Erik Larson on Churchill and the war—The Splendid
and the Vile—captures the wide range of emotions felt across the first three months of 2020. No doubt more vile than
splendor, but within the numerous acts of destruction caused by COVID-19, there have been moments of splendor in the
amazing examples of American ingenuity and human compassion shown in the battle with the virus.
The first quarter of 2020 will occupy a prominent spot in history. COVID-19 is the worst pandemic in the last 50, if not
100, years and financial statistics during this time blasted the normal-distribution bell curve out of existence and created
outliers of epic proportion, all occurring at warp speed.
“Nourish your hopes, but do not overlook realities.” - Sir Winston Churchill
We follow Churchill’s advice below, taking a brief look back at the wreckage wrought by the vile virus before we review
economic projections and signposts to monitor on the path to stabilization and recovery.
A RECORD-BREAKING QUARTER
JOBS VANISH
April 2: Increase in jobless claims was the largest ever
UNITED STATES INITIAL JOBLESS CLAIMS
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COMPLETE STOPPAGE OF RESTAURANT ACTIVITY
From March 1 to March 18, NYC restaurant reservations changed from normal to −100% per OpenTable
NEW YORK CITY RESTAURANT SEATED DINERS
Year-over-year
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MOST VOLATILE MARKET
Highest ever sustained reading in the volatility index (“VIX”)
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FASTEST BEAR MARKET EVER
DOW JONES INDUSTRIAL AVERAGE QUICKEST
BEAR MARKETS AFTER A NEW ALL-TIME HIGH

DATE OF BEAR MARKET
March 11, 2020
July 15, 1896
October 24, 1929
October 19, 1987
February 2, 1917
October 11, 1990
February 5, 1920
December 18, 1899
May 28, 1962
December 12, 1901
March 11, 1898
August 22, 1966
July 2, 2008
November 26, 1973
March 14, 1907
September 17, 2001

TRADING DAYS TO REACH
NEW BEAR MARKET
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BEST WEEK IN 82 YEARS
Following the quickest move ever to a bear market (as defined by a 20% decline), stocks promptly rallied and produced
the single largest positive weekly return since 1938. While stocks remain well below peak levels, this type of extremely
fast movement, both up and down, demonstrate why market timing remains a futile exercise.
DOW JONES
March 23-27, 2020

+12.84%

June 20-24, 1938

+14.15%

Source: Bloomberg

STOCKS & BONDS, OFF THE WORST
Markets deteriorated quickly, with credit spreads widening and stocks declining in rapid fashion. Each have recovered a
bit, and while far from their best levels, the table below provides some perspective on best and worst readings during the
quarter. Aided largely by the best week mentioned above, stocks have surprisingly re-traced about 20% of their decline,
while credit spreads have re-traced about 26% of their widening.
$

S&P

CREDIT SPREAD

Best

3386

114

Worst

2237

241

Current

2470

287

Source: S&P 500, Credit Index Option Adjusted Spread
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CONGRESSIONAL STIMULUS
On March 27th, Congress passed the largest economic stimulus package in history. While the details are worthy of debate,
and execution is of the essence, there is no doubting the size of this stimulus package. As indicated in the chart below,
the direct stimulus of $2.2 trillion is the equivalent of 10% of GDP, while the full benefit, inclusive of additional lending,
is over 25% of GDP.
MARCH 27: THE CARES ACT, LARGEST ECONOMIC
STIMULUS PACKAGE IN HISTORY
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FEDERAL RESERVE SUPPORT
The Federal Reserve made perhaps the most significant and swift actions in its history in March—taking approximately
20 actions, press releases and other steps in support of market stability, liquidity, and lending activity. This compares
with 1–2 actions in recent “normal” months and approximately 12 actions taken during September of 2008. To be sure,
this is an imperfect comparison. The takeaway is that the Fed is moving with unprecedented speed and acting with
significant force to provide liquidity in markets and support lending “bridges” to assist companies through the economic
stoppage.
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March 2020

Enforcement Actions

Other Announcements

LABOR MARKET DIVERGENCES
The economic stoppage in coming weeks and months and the recovery beyond will bring an extraordinarily wide range
of outcomes in employment across industries. 152.5 million Americans were employed in February, nearly four million
more than in February of the prior year. Nearly 10 million filed unemployment claims in recent weeks.
Below is a simple table showing employment in several industries—some of which are very disrupted and some of which
are likely less disrupted.
TOTAL EMPLOYED, IN THOUSANDS
151,786
Total Nonfarm Payrolls
EXAMPLES OF VERY DISRUPTED INDUSTRIES
Retail (excluding essentials)
11,480
Leisure & Hospitality
16,393
Air Transportation
513
EXAMPLE OF LESS DISRUPTED INDUSTRIES
Government
22,759
Education and Health Services
24,523
Information Services (ex. Movies)
2,444
As of March 2020. Source: BLS

By nature of economic stoppage, consumption patterns have changed or been eliminated in the retail, leisure &
hospitality, and air transportation industries. Economic activity and employment continued in the government,
education, health services, and most information services industries.
In spite of staggeringly bad jobless claims, several large corporations announced massive hiring plans. Amazon and CVS
were two cited by Vice President Mike Pence. These large shifts occur over time. Behaviors often change in times of
crisis, and while the disrupted industries will re-open, it is too soon to know how quickly that will happen and what level
of employment will ultimately prevail.
BALANCE SHEET DIVERGENCES
The strength of corporate balance sheets also helps explain a divergence between companies. Within the S&P 500,
companies with the best balance sheets are those which have net cash positions (i.e. more cash than debt outstanding)
and generate enough free cash flow to cover years of interest expense. while other companies have more challenged
balance sheets. This divergence is shown in the table below for highest and lowest in the S&P, ranked on one metric.
COMPANY
Company A
Company B
Company C
Company D

EBITDA-TO-INTEREST EXPENSE
480x
1,543x
2.4x
0.8x

Source: Bloomberg

Large differences also exist in financial health as captured by government debt to GDP for select countries in the table
below.
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COUNTRY
Japan
U.S.
Germany

GENERAL GOVERNMENT DEBT TO GDP
237%
107%
62%

Source: IMF Data for 2018

The “bridge loans” required to support companies through the massive economic stoppages in the second quarter may
create a drag on the recovery of earnings in some segments of the economy. Nonetheless, survivals and re-openings are
preferable to closures. If economic stoppage is contained to one quarter, and economic disruption to two quarters, the
situation should be manageable for most companies and problematic for some. Much will depend on the speed and
specifics of economic assistance from the CARES Act. While these funds will be essential, there will be slippage between
hoped for ideal outcomes and actual implementation—this creates opportunity for shrewd analytical bottom-up work on
companies.
ECONOMIC PROJECTIONS
COVID-19’s impact will wane and the economy and markets will begin to recover. Current government projections
show peak severity in mid-April and cases declining throughout May, reaching low levels in June. There will be,
however, significant diversion between the timelines of the outbreak in different cities of our vast country.
Normally, Silvercrest publishes a quarterly outlook for a wide range of economic and market statistics. Metrics like GDP
and earnings are quite important to an investment outlook. However, a careful and more nuanced approach must be
taken with regards to data in these highly unusual times. As an example, by convention, GDP is reported at an
annualized rate based on the current quarter’s figures. In early April, any view of economic activity from April 1 to June
30 would only be an educated guess. The annualizing process further widens the range of outcomes. In addition, given
the path currently projected for COVID-19 cases and of economic re-openings, the first and last months of the quarter
are likely to have very different profiles. Similarly, with earnings, annual figures are of limited value for 2020, as each
quarter will have a unique profile. A significant decline in the economy and earnings is clearly underway. The specific
magnitude is nearly impossible to assess. Any attempts at precision in this exercise at the aggregate level of the economy
or stock market are of limited value.
Instead, we will look to short-term signposts and unique indicators. Like nearly everyone with access to the internet, we
look at shapes of curves for all the COVID-19 metrics. The chart presented by the Presidential Task Force forms our base
case assumptions, although we create our own models as well to give a full mosaic of the current situation and trends.
From a humanitarian point of view, we are keenly interested in the health situation, while from an economic monitoring
point of view, we are most interested in the timeline. We also closely monitor news on treatments and vaccines, as these
are key to the longer-term outlook and inform us whether and how future viral outbreaks may influence economic
activity. In particular, we are paying close attention to the availability of widespread and fast testing. That capability
coupled with other technology could help re-open the economy by fighting the viral outbreak with better weapons than
the blunt instrument of a near-total lockdown.
The experience in China is instructive. While fair to question the validity of Chinese data, we see a general re-opening
of their economy, supported by anecdotes from trusted friends and colleagues. Non-traditional data such as Beijing traffic
and reports from our contacts of store re-openings and restaurant visits and news from global firms such as Apple and
Starbucks provide further insight. In the U.S., we are constructing a dashboard of high-frequency metrics—daily and
weekly data. There is no perfect answer, and we look to these shorter-term metrics as early signposts to assess the
direction and timeline of an economic recovery.
Over the next few months, COVID-19 data, company-specific information, and non-traditional, high-frequency
economic data will be of most relevance. We will endeavor to keep you informed of those metrics. By mid-year,
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traditional assessments of economic and market data will have more value. When traditional aggregate economic data
becomes more relevant, we will resume publication of our economic forecast table, inclusive of GDP and earnings and
with some updates to refresh the list of metrics we monitor.
TIME HORIZON AND THE PATH FORWARD
“In the short run, the market is a voting machine but in the long run, it is a weighing machine.”
― Benjamin Graham
The essence of Graham’s quote is that sentiment rules the short term, while substance drives the long term. Markets
typically look forward six months or so; today they are barely looking beyond six hours. Sentiment is quite negative and
deservedly so. A useful, informal technique to gauge sentiment is to periodically rate the state of affairs—in both medical
and economic matters—against a range from “worst of this crisis” to “normality before this crisis”. Informal polling of
colleagues shows recent readings a bit above the worst of crisis though obviously still well below normal. Progress has
been made, assistance has been provided, and time towards a bent epidemiological curve marches forward. Yet, there is
much work to be done and we will sense many false starts and disappointments. Yet, as sentiment on both the virus and
the economy begins to improve, markets will afford more weight to individual business fundamentals.
A three-year time horizon generally allows the action of the weighing machine to be the dominant force. As the time
horizon extends, reality matters more than sentiment—coupon payments, dividends, and earnings growth: these are the
sources of durable wealth creation.
Some segments of the economy will return to normal quickly, while others may experience permanent change. These
differing paths to recovery and differing balance sheet characteristics are the basis for our view that active management
through individual security analysis and selection, will become more important than ever.
Currently, the most relevant signposts will come from monitoring the rate of change of leading indicators and the path of
stimulus funds. This means watching for decreases in the growth rate of COVID-19 (the bend in the curve), monitoring
the pace of weekly jobless claims, and carefully following the implementation of financial support from the U.S. Treasury
Department and the Federal Reserve. The second stage will involve monitoring high-frequency alternative economic
data, watching for moves off of zero in indicators that have been fully or partially stopped—things like restaurants and
traffic—as well as indicators like those created by the NY Fed. As the economy starts to re-open, traditional metrics will
become more relevant.
IMMEDIATE
COVID-19 curve
Jobless claims
Flow of funds

INTERMEDIATE
Traffic data
Restaurants
NY Fed weekly

NORMAL
PMI surveys
Earnings estimates
GDP

COVID-19 is vile and it is the dominant force acting on the economy and on sentiment. However, there is light in the
darkness. Consider the words of the omnipresent Dr. Fauci, quoted below from an April 2nd interview with the New York
Times.
“I think it will be remembered of really showing what a great country we are. We have been through, as I’ve said, if you look at the
history of our country, some extraordinary ordeals. I mean, world wars and diseases and depressions,” he said. “And we’ve gotten
through it. I have a great deal of faith in the spirit of the American people. We’re resilient. We’re going to get over this. And this is
going to end.”
It will end. We don’t know exactly when, and so rather than peer too deeply into a cloudy crystal ball, we focus on the
basics: reliance on expert individual security analysis, tax-loss activity, careful planning and customization, high-touch
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client communication, re-investment of maturities, patient rebalancing, and the numerous other activities practiced by
our experienced Portfolio Managers that are essential to long-term success.
We remind you that we welcome and encourage communication with our colleagues, clients and friends. Finally, we
borrow an excerpt from an Irish saying appropriate for these challenging times: Health be yours, whatever you do.
April 6, 2020

Robert Teeter
Managing Director
Investment Policy & Strategy Group

This communication contains the personal opinions, as of the date set forth herein, about the securities, investments and/or economic subjects discussed by Mr. Teeter.
No part of Mr. Teeter’s compensation was, is or will be related to any specific views contained in these materials. This communication is intended for information
purposes only and does not recommend or solicit the purchase or sale of specific securities or investment services. Readers should not infer or assume that any securities,
sectors or markets described were or will be profitable or are appropriate to meet the objectives, situation or needs of a particular individual or family, as the
implementation of any financial strategy should only be made after consultation with your attorney, tax advisor and investment advisor. All material presented is
compiled from sources believed to be reliable, but accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed. © Silvercrest Asset Management Group LLC
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